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Satellite graduation
9
may face seniors vote
By JEFF GAMMAGE
The possibility of having graduating
students vote to decide the format of
May commencement exercises was
discussed at Commencement Committee open hearings yesterday.
Commencement Committee
Chairperson Fay Reubush said while
she has not considered the idea
before, it will be discussed in committee.
The traditional ceremony is on the
quad and is headed by James Madison
University President Ronald Carrier.
The proposed change is satellite
graduation, with an hour-long quad
ceremony followed by separate school
ceremonies around the campus. The
deans of the schools would confer
simulated diplomas there.
Committee member and Student
Government President Lynn Tipton
said the SGA has the facilities for
holding such a vote. The idea is
feasible, she said. "Putting that to a
vote, I think it's obvious that it would
come out for the quad," Tipton said
One senior at yesterday's meeting
said, "Whatever the committee
decides ... put it up to the graduating
seniors to vote on. I think they should
have the final say, hopefully. If you
put it up to a vote, they (students)
can't blame the administration I
think that will be the best alternative
to deciding this issue."
The satellite format was proposed
because of the excessive length of the
traditional ceremony and rowdy
student behavior.
Five students, all seniors, attended
the meeting yesterday. All said they
favor traditional quad ceremonies.
Reubush said, "I think the idea that
the committee has proposed, satellite
graduation, has received minimum
support from students." As in
previous meetings, the preference
among students is to continue the
quad ceremony, she said.

Senior Jean Wolfe said commencement
excercises
were
discussed at the Chandler Hall
Council meeting, and all favored the
tradtional quad ceremonies. "I think
a lot of people wouldn't show up (for
satellite graduation)," she said.
The SGA Senate overwhelmingly
favors quad graduation, Tipton said.
The senators will survey their
residence halls and report on their
constituents' feelings next week, sve
added.
Commencement Committee
member Dr. Violet Allain said, "I
think there's a heightened awareness
among students now, and they will
improve their decorum." But Allain
expressed
concern
that
this
awareness will fade. Even if behavior
improves this year, students would
revert to their disruptive behavior in
future quad ceremonies, she said.
Wolfe said, "I don't know about
'subsequent years, but you will see a
change this year. Too many people
are worried about losing it"
Dean of Graduate Studies and
committee member Dr. William Hall
said commencement is not as important to graduate students as it is to
undergraduates. "I doubt very
seriously that they pay much attention to the rest of the ceremony
once they get back to their seats," he
said. But the graduate students'
feelings still should be taken into
consideration, he added.
Graduate student advisor to the
committee Jeff Stickney agreed with
Hall. "It's not going to affect the
graduate students one way or the
other. The big question is how the
undergraduates feel about it" The
idea of a vote on the issue "is a good
idea and I don't think there's any
question how it would come out," he
added.
The vote could also be used to
See CEREMONY, page 4

Junior Nancy Lee White scraped ice
from her car after one of Tuesday's

This issue...

HNMbv v mmm
ice storms, which provided slippery
driving and walking conditions.
The Dukes defeated ECAC South
rival Old Dominion University
last night. See Sports, page 10.

*Nice-guy'SGA leader now serves on Board of Visitors
Being SGA president is the height of student
leadership, but to what does the position lead? The
Breeze recently asked the last five SGA presidents
how that office has affected their lives after
graduation and what they think of JMU now.
Second in a series of five articles.
By CHARLES TAYLOR
Michael DeWitt, Student Government Association
president of the newly named James Madison
University in 1977-78, thinks the position has helped
him since then. "It did quite a bit in terms of
working with the public and helped me personally
with my communication skills," he said., "It also
did a lot in terms of self-confidence and the thinking
out of orignial ideas."
After graduation from JMU with a social studies
major and business and education minors, DeWitt
moved on to graduate study at the College of
William and Mary, where he earned a master's
degree in public administration.
Now employed as a secondary school teacher in

Glouchester County, DeWitt, 25, teaches history and
economics and coaches the boys' basketball team.
Along with Anestos, the 1976-77 SGA president,
DeWitt sees changes in the students here. "When I
return. I see a lot of young white kids who look like
they come from good families. There's not as many
blue jeans or as much long hair."
"I get the impression that the school has become
more upper-middle class and upper-class families
sending their children there. I don't real ly know if
the diversity of students is there as it was at one
time."
DeWitt is on the Board of Visitors for JMU, and
has been since JMU President Dr. Carrier appointed him the year after his graduation here.
One idea that DeWitt devoted much of his time to
was then almost-complete library addition. A Jan.
17.1978 issue of The Breeze quoted DeWitt as saying,
"A number of SGA senators are actually campaigning for a library addition at JMU meeting
personally and writing letters to their state
representatives about the need for the addition."
DeWitt also arranged for orphaned and underprivileged area children to attend JMU ac-

tivities free, or for the SGA to pay any admission.
Big Brothers-Big Sisters is continuing this service
today.
While these accomplishments made DeWitt's
administraiton notable, his character was noted as
a little less than dynamic. A survey DeWitt gave
senators in December 1977 showed he had a niceguy image, but that senators wanted a more outspoken president who contributed his opinion more
at senate meetings. DeWitt took this in stride, as he
commented in the April 28,1978 issue of The Breeze
article, "I was somewhat more of a thinker —
someone who would go home to do their homework
and then come back with my solution."
Looking to the future, DeWittt says, "I'm the sort
of person who enjoys a great many things, and I
would guess that I'll probably bounce around with
three or four jobs and occupations in the next 10
years before I settle down."
Dewitt added, "I'm not necessarily destined to be
a public educator all my life or become involved in
public administration or government. I might like
to try private business; I'll probably be flexible."
Next issue: Darrel Pile, 1978-79 SGA president
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Ride board called effective;
'ride wanted* cards needed

A JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY student takes advantage of
the ride board located in the Warren Campus Center.

By LAUREE PADGETT
"Keep more 'ride wanted'
cards on hand.".
This was the main complaint voiced by students who
were asked their opinion of the
ride board in the Warren
Campus Center.
The students were called at
random and most had only
favorable remarks about the
ride board.
The board was created by
the first director of the
campus center, Jim Logan.
One female student who
uses the board to find riders
said it "was just as efficient as
it could be."
Although some students
said they have occasional
trouble with their cards being
removed by persons who don't
wish to use them, no one
seemed to think removal was
a serious problem.

One board user handles the
situation by checking the
cards daily and replacing any
that were taken.
Another puts four or more
cards up at a time to ensure
that at least one will remain.
The majority of those
questioned reported a high
rate of success in finding rides
or riders for their trip. "It
depends on how soon I put it (a
card) up," said a student from
the area of College Park, Md.
She added there was only one
time she could not find a ride.
Most riders said they are
usually asked to share expenses, but since there is often
a group of people in the car,
the cost is usually reasonable .
One rider felt there should
be no problem at all in sharing
expenses, noting, "They (the
drivers) are doing something
for you."

Mike
Way,
Associate
Director of Student Activities
for Operations, said he
maintains the board as part of
the campus center.
"One of my responsibilities
is to keep it (the board)
painted and to buy cards for
it," Way said.
Way said the workers at the
WCC information desk clear
out the old cards occasionally.
They also try to keep enough
cards to meet student
demand, but Way said this job
is not an easy one.
"We check it, but it is used
so often that it runs out and
we're not always aware of it."
Most
female
students
contacted were not concerned
about possibly being in a car
with men they did not know.
As several pointed out, there
is usually more than just two
people in the car.
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Contract
escape
possible
By LAUREE PADGETT
Students who bought dining
hall contracts not knowing the
contract binds them for bom
fall and spring semesters may
have a way out after all, according to Lacy Daniel, dean
of students.
Daniel also university
ombudsman, has been investigating the dining hall
contract dispute on behalf of
several students -who have
legistered complaints with
bun.
A change in policy regarding the dining ball contracts
is responsible for the present
problems, Daniel said. Last
year, students had the option
of purchasing a dining contract one semester at a time.
But this practice proved
costly for the university,
Darnel said. He noted it was
the first time in ten years that
the dining hall had teat money.
To avoid similar financial
troubles mis year, Food
Services changed the contracts
into
year-long
agreements, and eliminated
one semester contracts.
But some students were not
aware of the change in policy
because the contracts permit
payment by the semester.
Daniel said the wording of
the contracts was not clear
enough. Students who checked
"regular session" may have
interpreted this to mean the
normal fall semester instead
of the entire 1M142 academic
year.
Contract dining director
Hank Moody said between 60
and 75 students have come to
him to try to terminate their
dining contracts.
Daniel became involved in
the situation because students
who wanted to fight the
contract had no means of
doing so, Daniel said.
"Every system or every
decision should have an appeal process," be said. If the
student goes to one person and
that person says no then mere
should be a way the student
could appeal it to another
level."
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Committee ensures
fairness on tenure

The Draft
Enforcement of registration means
evaders must re4hink stance on issue
By STEPHEN ALLEN
President Reagan's decision to enforce
draft registration will cause many of the
800,000 registration evaders to re-evaluate
their stand on this compulsory program.
Young men who have failed to register
in the 18 months since registration was
reinstated face penalties of up to five
years in jail and possible fines of $10,000.
The government is allowing a grace
period of 30 to 60 days where people who
were supposed to register but did not may
register without penalty.
Until now the Selective Service has
referred only 183 names to the Justice
Department for prosecution.
Some James Madison, University
students also failed to register. Student
Chuck Fazio said he believes the government's threat to penalize registration
evaders is purely symbolic.
"There is no way of enforcing
registration because there are almost a
million peole who haven't registered,"
Fazio said. "When this many people are
against something it can't be done."
Lt. Col. Winton Spiller, an ROTC instructor here, said enforcement is
possible.
"If we are going to continue with draft
registration we must enforce it," Spiller
said. "It is going to be expensive but I
think it can be done."
He added he expects "about 50 or 60
percent" of the registration evaders to
register on their own.
Reagan's
decision
to
continue
registration and force compliance was
summarized in this statement read on
Reagan's behalf by presidential counselor

Edwin Meese III: "We live in a dangerous
world. In the event of a future threat to
national safety, registration could save the
United States as much as six weeks in
mobilizing emergency manpower."
Fazio said Reagan's true motives are
political, rather than in the interest of
national safety.
"I think what they are doing with draft
registration is sending the Soviets a
signal," he said. "It is more of a political
thing than securing national defense."
Draft registration is unnecessary
because of the volunteer army's ability to
defend the country, Fazio said.
But Spiller disagrees. "The size of our
peacetime army is no where near the size
needed in wartime," Spiller said.
He also agreed with Reagan that
registration will save valuable time in
calling up reinforcements.
Reagan's present stance on draft
registration is a reversal of his position
during the 1980 presidential campaign.
During the campaign Reagan wrote that
"advance registration will do little to
enhance our military preparedness."
Reagan also attacked registration on the
grounds that the government has a claim
to its young people "only in the most
severe national emergency."
According to Meese, Reagan's turnaround was due to the Selective Service's
new estimate that registration will save
about six weeks in sending reinforcements.
Fazio does not believe Meese's explanation for Reagan's turnaround. Instead, Fazio claims Reagan was always
for draft registration and only came out
See DRAFT.'page 4

By TAMMY SCARTON
The Promotion and Tenure Advisory Committee assures objectivity and fairness on faculty promotions and tenure, according to Dr. Thomas Stanton, vice president of academic affairs.
Names of the five members are kept confidential to keep them
from being subjected to undue stress, he said.
"I want them to be able to give their absolute, pure, unbiased
opinion and be under no presssure," he said. "It is very important
to me to act fairly and objectively on matters of tenure and
promotions," he said. "This committee is a safety valve to assure
this."
The advisory committee is not part of the formal promotion and
tenure process, Stanton said. The application first goes through
the Personnel Advisory Committee in each department, then to
the department head, the dean and then to himself, Stanton said.
After he reviews the application it is sent to the JMU president
Ronald Carrier and finally to the Board of Visitors.
The committee members are chosen by position and are
campus leaders, he said "These are the most distinguished and
respected people on campus," he added. "They are chosen for
their integrity and leadership abilities." Stanton said at least two
women are asked to be on this committee.
About 80 to 85 percent of the time, the committee votes
unanimously either yes or no, Stanton said. "If the five members
vote 5-0 for promotion, it would be very difficult for me not to
approve it," he noted.
"I earn my supper on a 3-2 vote," Stanton said. "If you have a
case where the PAC in the department said, 'yes,' the department
head said, 'no,' the dean said, 'yes,' and that committee is 3-2,
then it is a very agonizing moment for me. But I'd rather have a 32 committee than be without it," he said.
Stanton said he does not look at the commitee's decision until
after he has decided about the promotion or tenure, be said
Usually the two decisions are the same, he said
He reviews the recommendations from the PAC, department
head, dean and committee before submitting his final decision,
Stanton said
The committee is responsible only to Stanton, he said.
"I'm not trying to pass the buck," be said. "I still take the full
responsibility for the final decision."
The committee's purpose is to assure objectivity, he noted
Stanton individually reviews each candidate regardless of the
committee's decision, be added.
Stanton started the committee in 1976. New members are
selected each year, he said.
#
No other university has a similar committee that he knows of,
Stanton said

If you toss people in the deep end of a swimming pool ■

Shyness class to bring students out of shells
By JOEL RE1NFORD
John, a James Madison University freshman,
doesn't go to parties. He can not talk to girls and
thinking of speaking in class freezes him in his
tracks.
Other students would characterize him as shy. But
if John does not outgrow his shyness, it could prevent
him from getting a job promotion and make everyday
social situations an ordeal.
John does have one advantage though, in that JMU
is one of about 10 colleges which have "shyness"
programs designed to help people overcome their
shyness.
John is a composite of some of the traits a shy
person might have.
The man behind JMU's program is first-year
communication arts instructor Bruce McKlnney.
While obtaining his master's degree from Pennsylvania State University, McKinney taught for two
years in the nationally renowned shyness program
there.
McKinney defines a shy person as someone "who
cannot or will not be able to communicate in a social
situation."
He pointed out the "Book of Lists" has public
speaking as the thing people fear most
The starting point for this program at JMU is a
special communication arts class being offered
spring semester by McKinney. The goal of the class,
which is already filled, is to break communication
skill into small steps.
"Public speaking is like swimming," McKinney
sai. "If you toss people in the deep end of a swimming
pool, some will swim but some will sink. It doesn't
mean they can't swim, they just need more lessons."
THE CLASS used two methods to overcome
shyness. The main method is goal- setting. McKinney

gave an example of a student who wanted to improve
his social life. "A guy came to me and said, 'I can't
get dates' So I asked him 'Do you go to parties?' 'No.'
'Do you have any extracurricular activities?' 'No'
No wonder he couldn't get dates, the guy never left
his room"
McKinney and the student then listed some goals.
"He was to go to a party and talk to, say, the first
good-looking brunette be met, for three minutes—ask
her how she liked the band." Specific goals are set
A secondary method is called systematic desensitixation. In this, students attempt to relax while
imagining themselves in a threatening situation,
such as giving a speech in class.
The theory is the relaxed attitude will carry over
into the actual situation. McKinney noted the
counseling center offers free training in relaxation to
any student
But McKinney emphasized nervousness is not bad
in itself and one can make your anxiety work
positively. "It's like an old prof who's been teaching
the same material for 50 years and he's so relaxed be
puts everybody to sleep. Then there's the new prof
and he's nervous and edgy and it can make him more
interesting," McKinney said
I WENT skydiving for the first time last weekend
and I was scared. Everybody has butterflies, ifs
whether you can get your butterflies to fly in formation that counts." McKinney requires an interview with anyone who
wants to take the class. This is because non-shy
students try to sneak in because they feel the class
may be easy. "After about 1,000 interviews I've
learned to spot who's shy and who isn't When
someone bangs on the door and asks, 'Is this the
shyness interview?' I know he's not," McKinney said
"The shy person will usually walk back and forth of
the door a f«"» "^s^jrst" •
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
FINANCIAL AID

DOSTOEVSKYTALK

Financial aid applications
art now available In ma Office of
Financial AM in Hoffman Hall. All
forms must be returned to me office by S
p.m. March 1.

Professor Charles A Moser.
George Washington University, will
present "Dostoevsky and me Esthetics
of Journalism" Jan. 22 at 3 p.m.' in
Black well Auditorium. Sponsored by the
Russian and Asian Studies Committee.

BOOKSALE
Booksale checks and unsold
books will be returned through Jan. M
from 10 a.m. to S p.m. Any unclaimed
books and checks will become property
of theSGA

1982-83
STUDENT TEACHERS
Student
teaching
applications for any block fall iw and
spring 1M3 are due Jan. 22 In Maury 110.
Applications are available in Maury 110.

INTRAMURALS
The intramural basketball
free throws sign-up deadline Is midnight
Jan. M on ma bulletin board. The activity will begin Fab. 1.

MORTAR BOARD
Applications for Mortar
Board membership »r* available In 1M
Alumnae Hall and are due Fab. 2. Applicants must have a MS cumulative
Of>A and more man e» cradlt hours.

SIGMA PHI LAMBDA
New member applications
for Sigma Phi Lambda Honor Society
will be accepted through Jan. 2? in me
PO lobby of WCC Applicants with a 1.2S
CPA are eligible
The Sigma Phi Lambda Honor Society
will meat Jan. 27 In the N Ballroom.
WCC New members with • CPA of 3 25
or batter are welcome

UNDERPRIVILEGED
The 5GA sponsored Underprivlleged Youth Program Is starting
for the semester For details, contact
Leslie Davis In the SCA office or at *Ve.

JMUJAYCEES
JMU Jaycaes will moat Jan
21, 7.J0 p.m. In the WCC

VISITING SCHOLAR
Or. Henry David, National
Institute of Education, will discuss
"How to Think About the Future" Jan.
2» at 10 a.m. In Burruss in Or. David
will also speak on "GeneraI Education In
me Future" at 2 p.m. in Burruss 114.

NUCLEAR DISCUSSION
discussion of moral and
ethical aspects of nuclear arms, lad by
Professor Joseph Kosnlk and sponsored
by Disciaies. will be held Jan. 21 at 7 so
p.m. hi Jackson 102.
A

BIOLOGY SEMINAR
Dr. Eric Bradley, Collage of
William and Mary, will speak on "The
Endocrine Control of Reproduction in
Deer Mice" Jan. 2s at 4 p.m. in Burruss
301. Refreshments 3.45 p.m.

CHOIR CONCERT
The Music Department will
present me Singing Hooslers of Indiana
University Sunday. Jan. 24 In the Wilson
Auditorium at t p.m. Admission free
with JMU I'D'. S2.00 for'general public.
For
more
Information
call
me
scheduling office at 4*43 or Sandy
Cryder at 4393.

COUNSELING CENTER
The
Counseling
Center
offers personal, study skills and
vocational counseling for Individuals
and groups. Walk-in service Is 3-5 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, or call 4552.

WRITING LAB
The Writing Lab offers free
help In overcoming reading problems,
preparing papers for college courses,
writing In-class essays, obtaining experimental college credits in the BGS
progrem, preparing applications and
resumes, and preparing for such tests
astheLSAT GMAT, and CRE. Call 4401
or stop by Sheldon 209.

WESLEY FOUNDATION
Wesley Foundation is for
mlng a marriage enrichment troop to be
lad by a student from Eastern Mannonlte Seminary. Interested people
should sand name and address to Box
4253 or call 434-34*0.
The first
Dlscipleshlp Leadership
Training Group will meet at 4 p.m. at the
Student Center on south Mason Street.
The Rev. John Copanhavar will lead the
study on "Spiritual Disciplines," using
Celebration of Discipline by Robert
Forster as a text For Information, call
434-34*0.

CPAP
"Writing Applications for Teaching
Positions." a CP and P workshop will be
held Jan. 27,1-2 p.m. Sign up in advance
at ma CP and P office.
Attend "Practice Interviews," to
polish up on interviewing skills. This
service will be offered ovary Monday at
3 p.m. at the CP and P office on a firstcome, first served basis. Bring a
resume.

* Ceremony
(Continued from page one)
decide other aspects of the
ceremony such as retaining a
guest speaker and the individual handshake with
James Madison University
President Ronald Carrier,
Tipton said.
Tipton said last year's
graduates were not interested
in listening to the speaker,
which contributed to the
rowdy behavior. Students
would rather have Carrier
speak longer, she said.
Secretary of the Army John
Marsh, Jr., a Harrisonburg
native, was guest speaker at
commencement last year.
The last scheduled open
hearing was held this afternoon. The committee will
meet and forward its
recommendation to Carrier

"very soon," Reubush said.
Carrier will make the final
decision, Reubush said.

Parking tickets reap $59,000;
money hot retained by security
By STEPHEN ALLEN
From January to October 1981, 13,721
parking tickets were issued here and $59,850 in
fines was collected.
The money goes to the state treasury
Henry Schiefer, James Madison University
comptroller, said the money eventually comes
back to JMU and is used in the education
section of the budget, which does not include
the security force.
About 90 percent of the tickets were issued
by campus police officers. The other 10 percent
were issued by security cadets, according to
Alan MacNutt, director of campus security.
Most tickets were issued in upper campus
parking lots, he said.
MacNutt said the security force does not set
quotas for parking tickets, or keep the money
collected from fines.
MacNutt emphasized the money "does not
buy tires for our cars" and that security does
not keep any money collected from fines.
Parking fines are $5, but are raised to $10 if
not paid or apealed within 10 days. The first
appeal is to the security force. If the ticket is
upheld, further appeal can be made to the
Traffic Appeals Committee, which comprises
faculty, students and administrators and
meets twice a week.
If the ticket is upheld at this level, it must be
paid within 10 days. If not paid, the university
places a hold on the student's grades.

. Dr. William Powell, head of the Traffic
Appeals Committee, said about 10 percent of
the appeals are dismissed.
"Whether they parked illegally is seldom a
question. The question is why they parked
illegally." he said.
Cases are dismissed on the basis of whether
parking illegally "was out of the control of the
student." Powell added.
He cited an example of a person getting sick
as a justifiable excuse for parking illegally.
The appeals which are always refused are
those in which people "argue over the validity
of the rules. We have nothing to do with this so
we turn them down," Powell said.
In 1980,- the security force issued 13,390
parking tickets totaling $63,030 .

Shortage of spaces
A shortage of parking spaces has frustrated
many James Madison University faculty and
increased campus security's workload due to a
larger volume of tickets.
Faculty members blamed the problem on
students who illegally park in facultydesignated spaces.
Dr. Carter Lyons of the math and computer
science department said he has "been lucky. I
have parked illegally, but haven't been
ticketed yet."

^k Draft
(Continued from page 3)
against it during the
campaign to gain support of
the country's young men.
Since the Vietnam War
draft
registration
has
remained a controversial
issue. In 1975 President Ford
suspended draft registration
on the grounds that it was no
longer necessary. In response
to the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, President Carter
reinstated registration in
July, 1980
In the 18 months since
reinstatement,
registration
has
been
plagued
by
problems, the most- serious
being the steady decline in the
compliance rate. Of the men
born in 1960. 95 percent have
registered. Since then, of the
men born in 1961, 1962, and

YOU CAN WAIT YEARS FOR
A JOB WITH RESPONSIBILITY,
ORYOUCANGET
RESPONSIBILITY IN THE NAVY
NOW.
A civilian job with responsibility may take years
to obtain, even with a college degree. But if you
meet Navy standards, after four months of Officer
Candidate School (OCS), you can become a Navy
officer. And that means lots of responsibility, a
good salary and fringe benefits, including travel,
post-graduate educational opportunities, 30
days' paid vacation earned annually, plus more.
If you're getting your degree now, contact your
college Placement Office to find out when a Navy
Representative will be on campus. Send your
resume'or call:

NAVY OH'ICHR PROGRAMS
8545 May land Drive
Richmond, Va 2322!)

1963. the rate has declined
with each succeeding year to
the present all-time low of 77
percent.
ID addition, the $4 million-ayear registration program has
been jeopardized by critics
who
argue
that
the
registration form is not

valuable because it fails to
question the person's health or
other vita' facts.
Also.
because
many
Americans change residences, thousands of people will
no longer reside at the address
listed on their registration
form.

A&P
Schlitzbeer
6-12 oz. cans
$1.89
Coke, Tab or Sprite 8-12 oz. cans $1.29

Sunshine Krispy Saltines
Coronet paper towels
Fritos corn chips

lib.

$.59
$.69
$.89

Ann Page mayonnaise
Gwaltney bacon
Gwaltney sausage
Gwaltney big 8 franks
Cornish Hens
Mixed Frier Parts

$.99-qt.
$1.49-lb.
$1.99-lb.
$1.39-lb.
$. 79-lb.
$.49-lb.

Lemons
Avocados
Seedless Grapefruit

6for $.99
2 for $.88
6for $.99

1-800-552-9947
IUVYOFn€ERSGCTBJSIK)NSIHUTYFAST.
-l-L.
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SGA sells $42,000 of student's books in sale
Tenth booksale is most successful ever, Tipton says

tty IAN KATZ
The Student Government Association sold $42,186 of
student's books in last week's booksale. making it the
most successful booksale the SGA has directed,
according to President Lynn Tipton.
' 'This was by far the most we've handled and this is
the tenth semester the SGA has had a booksale,"
Tipton said The SGA handled between $30,000 and
$34,000 in each of the last three booksales, according
to Tipton.
"The volume of books we took in this semester was
only slightly more." Tipton said. "But because of
inflation people are charging much more for their
books. That's why the booksale involved so much
more money."
Under the SGA booksale format, students whose
books are purchased have one week to pick up their
checks on the-mezzanine level of the Warren Campus
Center. If their books are unsold, they can pick up
their books at the same location.
Some students who have only a small amount of

money to gain or don't want to keep their books leave
them or their checks for sold books at the booksale,
Tipton said.
. Tipton said all unclaimed checks are kept by the
SGA and help pay for materials such as posters,
masking tape. For Sale cards and announcements.
SGA Senator and booksale co-chairman Sally Rennie
said, "All unclaimed books are sold to vendors or
publishing houses or given away to prisons and youth
facilities."
At an SGA Senate meeting Monday Treasurer Ted
Colna called the effort, "The biggest booksale ever."
Senator pro-temporeSajan Thomas said it was, "The
best run booksale ever."
Tipton said. "The credit goes to all the people who
volunteered their time to help out. We had 150
volunteer workers and Sally had to turn down at least
50 more. They made everything go a lot easier.''
Tipton said that Rennie and Matt Merritt, the other
co-chairman, helped the SGA virtually eliminate
book theft.

"Last semester only four books were lo6t, but we're
hoping we don't lose any this time," Tipton said.
"Some people bitched about not being able to bring in
bookbags. but it's the only way we can prevent books
from being stolen. Our biggest worry is theft," Tipton
said.
Rennie said she also considered the booksale a
success. "The key was organization, she said. "Matt
and I put in a lot of time making sure the booksale
was organized and that it was being publicized.
Publicity is very important.
"Jenny Bond (SGA Administrative Vice President)
kept it all going," Rennie said. "She's been the
mainstay, the one we go to when we need help.''
Rennie said that students were more willing to
volunteer this semester than in the past.
"We said that if you work four hours you can pull
your books before the booksale started on Friday,"
Rennie said. "We even publicized it. In the past, they
kept it hush-hush that the workers could pull their
books early. This time, when people found out they
might be able to pull their books early, we were
overflooded with volunteers.

cDotit blow
big bucks...
get your money's
worth in

l$e freeze
^^ James Madison University's
Award-winning Student Newspaper

Reach over 10,000 students, faculty and staff at JMU.
The JMU community spends $54 million a year in the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham area.

Put your message across in The Breeze...

Call 433-6596
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

UNIVERSITY
PROGWM
BQ4RD

'Student Coffeehouse
featuring

ADAM'S RIB

Pat Butters
Bill Ruppert & Ken Giordano
Kevin Gallagher & Scott Lewis

2an.22

In »uck comwiiM

Pti and Mike and Adam 'i

camata a parfact Amarcan cotipia."
- Raymond Ourgnait, Tfn Cruy Mirror
FILMS INCORPORATED

Chandler Hall
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M

rttf). Katharina Hapburn and Span car Tracy in-

January 21
7:30,10:00
G/S Theatre
$1.25
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January 21
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Ballroom
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"Duck Out"
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Everything
a lecture by

Lecture:

Carol Kopg
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Carol Kope
8:00 pm G/S Theatre
Tuesday January 26
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January 26th
Tuesday
,.«■-,
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January 28th
Thursday-

Boardwalk: Open 11-3 pm
(same as above)
Ballroom: The Best of Maxim's
8:30 * 1.00

January 29th
Friday

Ballroom: Pre-game Happy Hour!
(Bring your Winterfest '82 cup I
and Dress Beach 5-7 pm |

January 30th
Saturday

rrsss KM* *• ,v»v >-,•.»•*■*•*• ,vjir *•»*■*, * n*n ,>,,.•-,,, t,

Movie: JAWS8:00pm$1.00
Godwin Pool
Tickets go on sale Monday
UPB Office 11-4 *
(bring your own raft
orinnertube!)
Boardwalk: Open 11-3 pm
Games & Prizes
Old Time Photographer
Caricature Artists
Beach movies in the TV lounge
Ballroom: Fat Ammons Band
8:30 $2.50

After the Game:
The TOONS 10:00 pm $2.00
(Drawing for a FREE Spring |
Break trip to Ft. Lauderdale)

11

*"*

»' "

' ' MAMAMMVAVAViYMW

1
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"You're Killing Me"

Songwriting keys Castro success
In my jeans everybody knew me
Money and friends and the women came to me
Now it seems my friends have moved away
And all 1 do is work this job each day...
In "Going To A Party Tonight," Pastorfield is
again speaking for his audience. The song celebrates
the joy of partying, plain and simple, and is an obvious reflection of Beirne's invitation to "have fun":
It's going through you're head that I'm not quite right
I walk in smiling after stay in' out all night...
You think there's two things that I could've been doin'
Alot of drinkin' or some fine looking women
That's right...yeah that's right.
"That's Alright" and the title track, Pastorfield's
other songwriting offerings on the album, are less
substantial lyrically, yet both possess the bouncy,
sometimes choppy drive which characterizes his
work, and their energy is undeniable .

MwM by Ye Maw

By BRYAN POWELL
The message? "Have fun!" says keyboardist Dan
Beirne.
Charlottesville's Skip Castro Band is a full-time
rock 'n' roll quartet which has been together since
1978. In this time, the band has developed an
irrepressible stage appeal and insightful musical
approach which has made them a valuable draw at
clubs from New York City to Atlanta and most all
points in between.
With the December release of their first full-length
album. You're Killing Me (Midnight Records SCB
1480). the Skip Castro Band has reached their
greatest milestone to date. Released on the band's
private label, the LP is a strikingly successful and
revealing culmination of the past four years labors.
You're Killing Me contains a healthy dose of the
R&B roots which first brought the foursome popular
success. More significantly, it reveals a delicious
balance and counterpoint in the songwriting styles of
Beirne and bassist Charlie Pastorfield. It is within
this interplay that the band's future lies. In addition,
the album clearly outlines the musical strategy and
potential of the band.

While Pastorfield's best material is transported on
R&B-oriented patterns, Beirne takes a more melodic,
mainstream approach. It is a style which is always
enjoyable and often brilliant. His style is highlighted
in "I Can't Stand The Cold," which is a masterpiece
and, quite simply, one of the best songs I've ever
heard anywhere. It is a perfect marriage of Beirne's
lyrical introspection and melodic flow with the
demands of the Castro approach. Beirne also scores
well with "Hide From The Strangers," a beautiful cut
with painfully blunt lyrics about the personal compromises of being a performer. The union of words
and music here is uncomfortable, but still comes off
well.
Beirne's most significant writing contribution
otherwise is the soul workout "Love Sacrifice,"
which he wrings out to a degree that would have
made even Otis Redding proud. The cut is greatly
enhanced by ah outstanding saxophone solo by guest
performer Ron Holloway, a member of Root Boy
Slims band. If his sax licks aren't enough to bring
tears to your eyes, the guitarist Bo Randall's minor
scale applications are. Beirne also penned

"Frustration." a popular. concert number which
utilizes vocal harmony to the maximum and features
a nice guitar hook from Randall.
RANDALL'S DISTINCTIVE guitar play colors the
tone of the entire album. Principally using a '57 Les
Paul Jr., a Fender Strat and a Charlie Christian
guitar for recording purposes. Randall's style incoporates a clear linearity and seemingly endless
sustain. When coupled with his acute sense of sublety
and feeling, this makes him a remarkably unique and
enjoyable guitarist. Of course, the elaborate, often
lengthy solo ascensions which Randall uses to
provoke such onstage frenzy in live performance are
nowhere to be found on the LP. According to Randall.
"That sort of thing gets boring very fast on records
...Very fast." he emphasized. In spite of this conscious restraint, his play on the album never sqfnds
restrained: indeed, it is exceptional.
Randall also takes vocal duties on the LP's only
cover song. Big Joe Turner's "Boogie Woogie
Country Girl." which is a vehicle for Beirne's 60-bar
i! i keyboard attack. The song is a perfect example of
the R&B repertiore the group has been using in bars
since 1978*
Overall. You're Killing Me is a great leap forward
for the Skip Castro Band. Infinitely fuller and more
sophisticated than last year's Boogie At Midnight
EP, and just as energized, the LP has no bad cuts,
which is unusual for any album. It is sad that, with
the vast quantity of noncommittal "music" which
major labels are currently expelling, a group which
is truly innovative (without the use of Halloween
clothing, "artsy" makeup, flash pots, mohawks. or
chain saws), is being ignored by major record
companies Perhaps it is, as Pastorfield has said,
that "many people attach negative connotations to
the term 'bar band'." a term which fits Skip Castro
like a glove. Or perhaps it is that the conglomerates
aren't quite ready for a band which can make valid,
potent music and have fun at the same time. Certainly the audience is ready. And You're Killing Me
shouldn't disappoint them.
.The LP is available at Blue Mountain Records.

THE MOST apparent reason for the group's success lies in how they see themselves and their
audience. Theirs is a musical approach which is
unselfish, devoid of pretense and ultimately very
professional. "We try to keep the songs upbeat," says
Beirne. "If we have a choice between doing a slow,
.introspective number or an upbeat one. we'll usually
choose the latter." Pastorfield agrees, adding that
"we try to keep it danceable." The band consciously
tailors their songs to appeal to their crowd, and this
has, above all else, led to their popularity.
If the band has any noticeable shortcoming, it is an
outgrowth of this strategy, for it also lends restrictions which leave few surprises at a Skip Castro
show. Whether this is considered reliability or
predictability is wholly up to the listener; in light of
the band's tremendous success, it would seem that
most choose the former.
A second reason for the band's success — and the
biggest reason for the success of You're Killing
Me — is the original songwriting of Pastorfield and
Beirne. Their styles are different, but are as complementary as pretzels and beer. Taken independently, each writes excellent songs; when these
songs follow back to back, the result is magic.
PASTORFIELD MAY not yet realize it, but he has
an uncanny ability to write as a spokesman for his
audience. "I Don't Wanna Work," which opens the
LP, is a clever and potentially painful look at an
unrewarding job. reeaHmg how much better life was
before it became white collar:

The Skip Castro Band's new LP. "You're Killing.
Me." is an exceptional record. ABOVE LEFT:
Keyboardist Dan Beirne. in addition to writing great

songs, drums the keys with the best of 'em. ABOVE:
Bassist Charlie Pastorfield and guitarist Bo Randall,
rocking cheek to cheek.
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Record guide to '70s found lacking
BARBARA HALL
A record guide is a useful, if not essential
item for those who have any level of interest in
rock music. It seems that if one is going to take
that much time and interest in buying an
album, the record guide which he consults
should have taken as much time in its
evaluations. I understand that any album
review is one person's interpretation of that
piece of work i though that does not clear the
reviewer of any responsibility to the public).
What I do not understand is why Robert
Christgau thinks he has written what we would
call a record guide.
BY

Book Review
What he has come up with is a guide to the
rock albums of the '70s. I am bothered before I
even get to the text (of the book)--rock albums
of the '70s??? Not that the music of the '70s was
as shabby as some claim, especially with the
maturation of the British invasion, the Motown
Sound, and the discovery of such performers
as Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty, and Dire
Straits. My basic concern is that-it is impossible to understand the music of the '70s (or
any decade for that matter) . without
acknowledging what has led up to that. It is
aggravating to be looking at half of Bob
Dylan's collection, or the Beatles, or the
Rolling Stones, or any number of groups who
made auspicious contributions in the '60s and
continued to do so throughout the '70s. It is
uncomfortable at best: at worst it is downright
incomplete. like coming into the theater an
hour after the movie has started. A record
guide with no Buddy Holly? A Rolling Stones
collection which does not include Beggar's
Banquet? Evaluations of all of Elvis Presley's
worst records? It's okay if you already know
that Blonde on Blonde is Bob Dylan's best
record, or that Elvis Presley's early work was
some of the most awesome music ever
recorded (though this book is unable to give
him better than a B). But if you already know
all that, you don't need this record guide. The
truth is that rock music is still so young, so
close to its roots, and so much of a perpetuation, that it is impossible to isolate the
genre to a particular decade and to be able to
represent a comprehensible view of the music.

Another flaw is that thisNbook has too much
of the author in it. When you finish you have
found out far too much about Christgau and not
nearly enough about rock music. Sure, he has
built up his reputation as author of the Village
Voiceand as a well-known rock critic. But let's
read about that in his biography- not call it a
record guide. He has had a wonderful time
writing this book, and I hope he enjoys reading
it since he is the only person who stands to
benefit from it Obviously he doesn't give a
damn about rock 'n' roll fans or what albums
they should buy. he is too busy concentrating
on his tongue-in-cheek humor which becomes
► nauseating after the first Dan Fogelberg
review His attempts at esoteria and tnsidethe industry references serve to convince me
that this book.was not written for me, or any
other rock fan. It's impossible to trust an attitude like that.
When it comes to rock music I can be very
touchy. When I read about it, I expect the
writer to be so overpowered by the subject that
he forgets himself. If that doesn't happen, I
cannot believe what he says. And I find rock
music a great deal more interesting than
Christgau, and much more honest.
This record guide, as he chooses to call it, is
annoying for rock cultists and totally useless
for people with a mild interest in the music.
The question remains: if Rolling Stone can put
out a record guide which lists almost 10,000
albums, reviewed by 35 well-known rock
critics, covering music through some of rock's
earliest beginnings, who needs Christgau's
self-indulgent view of the 70s? The introduction to Rolling Stone's record guide
attempts to explain the project, not defend it. It
talks about rock music, not the critics. It includes a glossary to clarify industry terminology, and an address for readers to write
to if they have any questions. So, you have a
choice-A reliable guide to buying records, or
"A Record's Guide to Robert Christgau."
If the reader can get through the long winded
introduction which traces the intimate details
of Christgau's life, he will find the prognosis
for anyone who does not agree with his musical
taste: "If you find yourself valuing many of
my C plusses and rejecting a lot of my A's,
maybe we'd better not have lunch." I agreed
with most of your assessments Bob, but I still
don't want to have lunch.

ROBERT CHRISTGAU'S record gnlile focuses on mule ol
Utr

'70s.

REPEAT OF A WINNER!

SH0NEYS
FISH FRY
uini soap osmm mm
•^'i;

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Sat.
10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Thurs.-Fri.
10:00 am - 9:00 pm
178 South Main Street
Within Walking Distance

ONLY

INCLUDES:
• Tender fish fillets fried to
perfection with Shoney's
own special seasoning.
'Golden brown French fries,
(or baked potato 5-10 pm)
• Toasted Grecian bread
• Tartar sauce and lemon wedge.
• SHONEVS ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BIGGER AND
BETTER SOUP 'N SALAD BAR!
THANK YOU FOR COMING TO..

SHONEYS
633 East Market
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Sports
JMU masters ODU, 60-48
Inside domination
surprise in third win
By RICHARD AMAC'HER
Inspired again by a capacity crowd at Godwin Hall. James
Madison University turned back ECAC Southern Division
rival Old Dominion University 60-48 Wednesday and moved
into first place in the conference.
The win was only JMU's third against the Monarchs in 15
tries, but was the Dukes' second straight. JMU beat Old
Dominion 73-65 in Norfolk last February.
Surprisingly the Dukes' dominated play inside throughout
the game, but it was most apparent in the first half when they
utilized the middle to score 20 points and grab a 31-25 lead at
intermission. Freshman Darrell Jackson starred in the offensive barrage as he cashed in on five of five attempts inside
and tallied 11 points.
"West was moving out and Jackson was moving very
quickly without the ball," Coach Lou Campanelli said, explaining how Jackson was getting open for the easy lay-ins
and sweeping hooks.
Old Dominion coach Paul Webb said there were three key
-factors that attributed to JMU's success, "Jackson did good
job at the beginning of the game, we missed our free throws
in the second half and I thought there were two atrocious
calls made against Mark West."
Webb noted that he does not like to make public statements
concerning officials. The calls that Webb disagreed with the
most were West's third personal foul for pushing off and his
fifth that sent the 6-foot-10 junior center to the bench.
Campanelli thought the game was "well-officiated" and
that the officials never let it get out of hand.
The often deafening fans — for the second straight game —
also played a major factor in deciding the outcome of the
contest.
With 13:46 remaining in the second half and the Monarchs
trailing 35-34. Charles Smith missed a pair of free throws that
would have given Old Dominion its first lead since the
opening minutes of the game.
See DOMINATION, page 11

Freshman forward
stars on defense

liAN KlILAND (top) goes up for two in the Dukes' M-48 win over Old Dominion Wednesday at
Godwin Hall. Ruland finished the game with 14 points and six rebounds. The Monarchs' Mark
West (bottom. 45) was called for goaltending on Linton Townes' drive to the basket. West subsequently, fouled out on-the play.

By DANNY FINNEGAN
Darrell Jackson has learned quickly what it takes to please
coach Lou Campanelli. Defense.
Campanelli is an avid preacher of the importance of
defense, and he has no better pupil than his 6-foot-6 freshman
forward.
Wednesday night against Old Dominion, Jackson played a
large in shutting the Monarchs' Ronnie McAdoo down.
McAdoo.whose list of honors is long and whose statistics are
impressive, connected on just two of eight attempts from the
field and was held to only seven points as the Dukes defeated
Old Dominion, 60-48.
"Darrell's defense on McAdoo was a key," Campanelli
said. "He had a tough job tonight."
Tough indeed. McAdoo came into the game averaging 16
points a game on 50 percent shooting from the floor. The only
other team to keep the 6-foot-6, 215-pound senior All-America
candidate in single figures was DePaul University, the
fourth-ranked team in the nation.
"McAdoo is a great power forward when he gets the ball in
the lane," explained Campanelli. "But he is ineffective if he
can't get the ball down low, and I thought Darrell did denying
him the ball."
"I was just trying to get position and use my quickness to
deny him the ball, and when he get the ball I just played him
straight up" Jackson said.
It was not the first time this year that Jackson has received
praise for his work on defense.
Jackson also has throttled two of the ECAC South's other
high scorers, freshman Carlos Yates of George Mason
University and the College of William and Mary's Mike
Strayhorn, w^ho was All-ECAC South last year.
But against Old Dominion. Jackson did more than just play
stifling defense on McAdoo. For the first time in his college
See DEFENSE, page 11
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* Domination

Wrestlers prepare for UVa with win

i Continued from page 10)

The noise level was so intense it seemed impossible for anyone
to concentrate. JMU guard Derek Steele said that it was so loud
that he had to cover his ears.
"It deafens your senses," Steele said. "If that guy would have
made those foul shots, I would have gone over and congratulated
him.
"The crowd is like a sixth man and at points it took ODU out of
the game," he added.
Behind 39-34 with 12:04 to play. West picked up his fourth foul,
but Webb left him in the game. West responded by making both
ends of a one-and-one and then connecting on a turn-around
jumper from the right baseline to cut the margin to 39-38 at the
10:18 mark. Old Dominion never got closer.
it was a good thing that West got in foul trouble, becuase he
was beginning to hit his turn around jumper," said JMU center
Dan Ruland.
Ruland. who had only six rebounds, but was six for id from the
field and scored 14 points was not happy with his rebounding total.
"I'm happy to take the opponents big-man out of the game.
When I do that it helps the team tremendously," Ruland said.
"Danny Ruland is a blue-collar center who doesn't do anything
fancy. He blocks out well in the middle, rebounds and plays good
defense." Campanelli said.
The Dukes began to pull away after Tim Southerland committed two quick fouls. His third personal with 8:17 left sent David
Dupont to the foul line and Dupont hit his second shot to begin a
seven-point spree in which he accounted for five points.
After a TV timeout. Steele penetrated the middle and then
dished off to Dupont who hit a 10-foot bank shot. Dupont then long
jumper from the right side to expand the Dukes' lead to 44-38 with
6:06 remaining. Dupont finished with 10 points and four assists.
Smith fouled Steele at 5:13 and the sophomore guard who is
shooting almost 80 percent from the line hit both ends of one-andone to give JMU an eight point lead.
Linton Townes' driving jumper in the lane with 2:49 left gave
the Dukes' a commanding 10-point margin at 50-40.
Townes' final drive to the basket resulted in a goaltending call
against West who picked up his fifth foul in the process. Townes
completed the three-point play to give JMU a 53-42 lead and
assure its 12th win against three losses, 4-1 in the ECAC South.
Townes. whcyplayed the entire game, led all scorers with 17
points and tied Jackson for team honors in rebounding with eight.
JMU hosts the University of North Carolina-Wilmington
Saturday to round out a four-game home stand.
The Seahawks, 8-7, are coming off a 74-68 overtime loss to North
Carolina A&T Wednesday. Prior to that loss, UNCW had defeated
Appalachian State University 62-52 and ECAC South member
East Carolina University 58-49.

By KENNY SOTHORON
With the toughest part of its schedule about
to begin. James Madison University's
wrestling team out-manned Franklin and
Marshall College 32-11 here Tuesday.
The Dukes, 8-0 and ranked third in the state
behind Old Dominion University and the
University of Virginia, host the second-rated
Cavaliers tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Godwin Hall.
This weekend JMU travels to the University of
Tennessee.
Highlighting Tuesdays match was the 177pound confrontation between JMU's undefeated Paul Morina (18-0) and Franklin and
Marshall's Marc DeGennaro (16-2). It was a
scrappy match whose little scoring was mostly
via takedowns and escapes, with Morina
scoring more of the first.
Morina finally won the decision by out-

pointing Degennaro 11^6. His win boosted the
Dukes' lead to 26-5.
JMU's heavyweight John Kubesh added
some extra padding when he pinned Phil Patey
with 1:05 gone in the first period to account for
the final scoring.
Scott Palmer posted the Dukes to an early
lead in the 118-pound weight class, when he
used a "Japanese Wizer" on Brent Wily that
knocked Wily on his head. Palmer was
awarded the match on basis of a default
because Wily was unable to return.
Wily was taken to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital for observations and listed in good
condition.
In the 134-pound division JMU's Bob Carmichael out-classed Andy Damm 12-4, to hand
Damm his first defeat of the season.

* Defense

(Continued from page 10)
the first time in his college career, Jackson
was a key offensive factor in a major game.
After the Monarchs had taken their only lead
of the game, 4-2, Jackson took a pass from
Linton Townes and scored an easy lay-up On
JMU's next possession, Jackson took a pass
from Dan Ruland and laid it in left-handed to
put JMU up for good, 6-5.
Jackson scored on another lay-up, this one
coming on a nice backdoor move and a pass
from Townes. He was not finished yet,
however. He followed David Dupont's missed
jumper with a five-footer and then topped
himself by challenging Old Dominion center
Mark West.
Jackson moved from right to left across the
lane and hooked the ball over West, who is
averaging five blocks a game this year after
leading the nation in that category last season.
That basket ended a streak during which
Jackson scored 10 of the Dukes' 11 points as
they rallied from their 4-2 deficit to a 13-5 lead.
"I was just open and the guys did a good job
getting the ball to me," said Jackson.
Campanelli had more to say on Jackson's

scoring spree. "Darrell was very quick without
the ball. He made some nice moves inside."
The new-found scoring, Jackson's 11 points is
a new career high, was not so suprising to
Jackson.
"I was always an offensive player in high
school and at Fork Union," Jackson said. "I've
just kept working hard on my defense—I knew
my offense would come, I've just been
waiting."
Still, defense is Jackson's strongest asset. He
is much like the other exceptional athletes who
have learned that phase of the game under
Campanelli.
"As a college coach, you have to sell
defense: you have to promote it, work at it,"
Campanelli said, whose team has held eight of
15 oppenents under 50 points this year.
"Defense is positioning, hard work, desire,
determination and intelligence.
"Right now Darrell is a good defender, a
good re bounder (eight against Old Dominion),
an excellent athlete and a good scorer. All he
needs to be a complete player is better outside
shooting."

1982 Summer School and 1982-83

W&LP and 3WS should be mailed to
Princeton, NJ. During the first week of
February, 1982

March 1,1982
Office of Financial Aid is located in the wingof Hoffinan Hall
—

———
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Classifieds
For Sale
NO FAT GUYS: T shirts for
sale $5.00 each. Limited
edition. Don't be caught
without one! Call Nancy 4347480 or 433-4056.
BUY NEW FURNITURE AT
WHOLESALE OR BELOW
AT Harrisonburg Discount
Furniture. We sell name
brand factory seconds, closeouts, scratch and dent, etc.
One block north of Roses off
Rt 11 on West Johnson Street.
Next to Rockingham Bag Co.
and Harrisonburg Ceramics.
Open 104 Monday-Sat. 4339632.

KS,/WI UNDERJACK
STAND WJHfiP A
HERE0UNS 316 HAND IN LAST
LONESTAR
YEARS PECONTtOL OF
OIL.MR.SLACKMEYER.
PHIL.

nti.w
KNOWMY 0C
BUDDYJACK
i FM.DONT
1
your

tmaeuM,

imiMJ.JIM.WUWLVLP
N0TBEUEVEH0UISTR0N6
THEANTI-BUaNESSBIASMS
IN WASHINGTON BEFORE
1HISADM*USrRATUNC*te{

V10UN..\

Lost
STOLEN: $50 reward for the
return of the H.B.O. converter
stolen from my house this
summer. No questions asked.
Phone 434-9852 or write JJ
P.O.
2123.
LOST: Reward for Blue North
Face down Parka lost at party
Jan. 15 off of Rt. 710. Parka
also contained wallet and
orange gloves. Please call
Tim 433-0560.

SAY, PHIL,
WJlPlffl!

Found

by Gairy Trudeau

Doone,bury

.0

'io?A

60Qp

<*&**»>

WN.TDO? MEO***

UTTN AW HIS TRUST-BUSTJN6
AND REGULATION, CARTER HAD
VERY NEARLY DRIVEN AMERICAN
UE ALMOST EVEN LOST THE
FIVE-MARTINI.
u LUNCH! <£

flBL.
HEY, IS ANYONE
m*
HERB HAVING
y
UHSRES
ANYFUN?
WSCOTCH?
I

NELLYES,

THATWAS
A PET
PROJECT.

mi, SIR, YOUR PET
PROJECT UAS mm

NOTATALL.
I DIP TT FOR
THE600D0F
THE COUNTRY I
\

NEARLY i% MILLION
IN EXTRA PKfTlSTDME.
I'M DEEPLY IN YOUR
\
DEBT. v

NO, SERIOUSLY, tDUKE
T0BUYY0U
A DRINK.
\

ITHOUGHT NOTFORTHE
REALLY BI6
LVTHREE DEALS. FOR
MARTINIS, THOSEYOU
NEEDFIVE.
PHIL.

nmoN-

HECK, NOW!
MSB ,
/ WORKING!

mm

rrsA
DEDUCTION.

FOUND: A calculator during
exam week last semester in
Burruss Hall. Call Robin 4433240.

Services
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION. Experienced
teacher looking for a few
students for private and or
group learning. Call 433-3907.

Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnell, Scott McClelland

TYPING SERVICE: 18 years
experience;
dissertations,
theses, reports, etc. IBM pica
or elite type. Double spaced
material. .85 per page. Call
Mrs.
Price,
876-9935.
WANT NICE CLOTHES
CHEAP? I take in sewing.
Call Charlene 433-3562 after
5:30.

Help Wanted
HELP
WANTED:
Information on Alasktfn and
overseas employment. Excellent income potential call
312-741-9780
ext
3131.
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS: Overnight girls
camp in
New
York's
Adirondack Mountains has
openings
for
counselorinstructors
in
tennis,
waterfront (WSI, sailing,
skiing,
small
crafts),
athletics, gymnastics, arts,
crafts, pioneering, music,
photography, drama, dance,
general
counselors.
Information
available
in
Placement Office or write:
Andrew Rosen, Point O'Pines
Camp, 221 Harvard Avenue,
Swartbmore,
PA
19081.
Wanted: JMU Jazz Rock
Ensemble seeks keyboard
player. Class credit available.
Call R.J. Keller at 6B36 to«t
up an audition.

flgjrferf;

ANyowe W»TH Com
NEEDS
Sod CO*MC ■
Ae.-f SAMPLES -hr.
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Help Wanted
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY:
Part-time now, full-time later
and you can still pursue the
career
you're
presently
studying
for.
434-9812.
BABYSITTER
WANTED:
For 5 and 8 year olds after
school in the Sunset Heights
area. Must have own transportation. Call 433-1352 or
434-4768
after
4
p.m.
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer
and year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia. All
fields S500-S1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC Box 52-VA-4 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625.

For Rent
FOR RENT: Furnished room
for female. Share house with
other female JMU students. 4
l
/2 blocks from campus. Large
kitchen, 2 full baths, off-street
parking. Deposit required.
Seven-month lease, but may
sublet.
Available
immediately. For more information,
call
434-8206.
FOR RENT: Space in large
house. $127.50 all utilities
included. Available Mar. 6.
433-3562.
ROOM ATE WANTED: Feb.
1. Private bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, etc. One block
from campus, 649 S. Mason,
$70 a month and utilities. Male
or female, but must be quiet
and dependable. No other
restrictions. Write to JJ, PO
2123.
FOR
RENT:
Available
January 1, 1982. Brand new
carpeted one bedroom apt. on
Norwood
St.
(behind
Bonanza). Fully equipped
kitchen. Security deposit and
lease required. No pets. Call
434-2449.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE
FOR
SUMMER:
Three
bedroom
Squire
Hill
townhouse available May
Aug. Fully furnished. Rent
flexible. Pool, tennis courts,
washer-drier. 433-3501.

TO LANGLEY WOMAN:
Thanks for the best four
months of my life. I hope the
months and years ahead are
full of as much joy as the last
four I love you. MR. P

Misc.

Dear D.B.: Let each day be
your birthday, and keep me in
mind, because I do care. Get
my name right, too! Love,
Dear heart.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
GOOD HEALTH, FITNESS
AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONCERNS? Would you like
to own your own business?
Call 434-9812.
A CHRISTMAS PARTY IN
THE
MIDDLE
OF
JANUARY? Are these guys
nuts? Yes, Shank Slumber
Services
upon
popular
demand are having a repeat
performance of last months
Christmas celebration
complete with all the trimmings. This is a required rush
function for all prospective
pledges because it turns into a
New Years Eve party at
midnight. Thursday night at
9:00
is
the
time!
LOSE WEIGHT! Get in shape
for
spring.
Guaranteed
results,
money
back
guarantee. Classes start
February 1. Call 434-9812.
THE
PRESENTS
JMU
NIGHT AT THE CAPITAL
CENTER: Friday Feb. 5 with
the Surging
Washington
Bullets facing the powerful
Los Angeles Lakers! Only $15
gets you a roundtrip bus ride
from Godwin Hall and a $9
game ticket. For more information call 7462 or 7459 or
simply send a check to Box 901
to reserve your spot as space
is
limited.^

TO THE ROACHES IN MY
APARTMENT: Don't think I
don't know you're there. You
have been warned! Stay the
hell out of my twinkies. THE
EXECUTIONER

TO B, L AND N (across from
7-U): Don't ever change you
guys—you're great and you've
all been especially nice to me.
I hope it turns warm soon
(your house is an iceberg).
Hey N, thanks for getting me
through The Howling. Have a
good weekend. The Breeie
person
ROUGH

DRAFT LIVES!

BRUCE: Thank you for
everything that you and I have
shared in these past three
years; that have gone by so
fast. It has been great and I
am looking toward to the time
we spend together in the
future.
Love,
KAREN
HEY HOSEHEADS: Good
day,
eh.
Let's
play
Beerhunter. Ah, forget it.
Take off, you losers. BOB and
DOUG
TO THE EXECUTIONER: If
we're smart enough to read,
we're more than smart
enough to handle you. THE
ROACHES

CZC is looking for a
Business Assistant
Applicants should have at least 6 credit
hours of business classes
and should send letters of application to:
Diane Dunn
Business Manager
The Breeze
James Madison University

Personals
HOLLYWOOD: I love you,
thanks for all your sweetness
and special attention that you
give me.
Your LOVE

SUZETTE: I hope the student
teaching keeps going okay and
I really hope you get some
snow days! I hope to be
around more this semester
and I promise to clean the
room (before graduation).
Take care. Love. Martha

Call 433-6596 or 4334356 tor more information

^MIDWAY

MARKET^

if Thurs. - Sunday ir
157 Warsaw Ave.

•STERC0
•GUITARS
•TAfGS
PftVCES
I

*»'

26 Pleasant Hill Road
434-4722

^-MUSIC 'N
ELECTRONIC!

434-7948

1.59
2.29 Schmidts
1.99 Wiedemann
1.59
3.99
2.59 "Bull" 12pks
4.59
3.29 Lite 12pks
2.99 Old Mil 12pks
3.99
Old Mil 7»/2 gal keg 15.95|
Can a dian im p orfy 2.89
Bud 71/2 gal keg 20.49
Stroh's 6pks
229 OldMillSVagal
Nat.Boh. Returnables
keg (reg Plight) 25.9S
Budweiser
(24)599 BuschlS^galkeg 28.951
Returnables (24)8.99
Bud 6-12ozBtls
Busch6-12ozcans
Michelob (reg)
Moosehead
Molson
0'Keefe(New

7-up 6-16oz Btls
Coke
2 liter
Snicker Bars (6)
Chq>s
I lb
Sprite
2 liter
Cheese Curl 3/<lb

Pretzels 41bs 3.99
Slim jims (5)
.89
Peppermint sticks .89
Chips 4oz '
.49
ice
10 lbs
.99
Chips 31bs
3.99
1 <.'.'
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Athletes deserve P.E. credit for sports play
By SYLVIA MALL
The James Madison University athletic
department has been heavily criticized in the
past few months because of the special
privileges given to athletes such as early
registration and special admission. Those
opposed to this special treatment will be interested to learn that there is one privilege
extended to athletes at many other Virginia
universities that is denied JMU athletes: the
policy of granting physical education credit to
participants on intercollegiate teams.
Colleges such as the University of Richmond
and George Washington University grant P.E.
credit to athletes for each season of intercollegiate participation. This policy is just,
considering the amount of time athletes must
dedicate to sports.
Until 1977, such a policy existed at JMU. At
that time, the P.E. department voted to abolish
the policy. According to Leotus Morrison, the
JMU women's athletic director, many
coaches, who are also P.E. department faculty
members, voted against the credit policy.
When Dr. Morrison first came to JMU she
favored the policy, but later changed her
opinion and voted against it. Her main objection to granting athletes P.E. credit was
that with such a policy, athletes have a tendency of participating in only one sport.
According to Morrison, parents and coaches
tend to pressure athletes to participate in only
the sport at which they show the most potential. By requiring athletes to fulfill two P.E.
credits, Morrison believes they will be exposed
to sports they will remain active in even after
graduation.
This is certainly an admirable goal;
however, if an athlete does not have enough
incentive to actively seek out another sport,
the chances of his continuing that sport after
he has received his final grade seem very
slight.

on any intercollegiate teanvlnore than meet
the standards expected of Students in a P E
class.
The time dedicated to a sport by far exceeds
the time demanded by a class. The physical
conditioning athletes receive from a sport is
much more intense and lasting than class
exercises.
Dean Ehlers, the JMU men's athletic
director, said he is against the policy of
granting credit to athletes because the process
is too selective. Under such a policy, Ehlers
said, the coaches decide who may enroll in
each P.E. class. If this opportunity were open
to all students, he said, he would have no objection to it.
I believe the opportunity for getting credit
does exist for all students. Anyone can try out
for any team as long as he is willing to dedicate
the time and effort.
As for the argument that it is the coaches
who determine class enrollment, the same
applies to other classes. All instructors
determine the size of their classes.
Dr. Morrsion believes that by abolishing the
policy of granting athletes P.E. credit, the
department has achieved a more credible
reputation. This may be true, but it is interesting to note that both the communication
arts and music departments offer practicum
credits to students and still maintain
credible reputations.
There are valid arguments for and against
giving athletes credit for sports participation.
JMU women's track coach Lynne Smith thinks
a compromise could be worked out whereby
athletes could get P.E. credit to satisfy their
general studies requirement but no more.
Also, to appease those who think the system
would be unfair in granting automatic A's to
athletes, the classes could be graded on a
credit-no credit basis.
Since the credit policy worked successfully
at JMU previously and works at other schools
as well, the P.E. department should seriously
reconsider re-establishing a modified plan
giving athletes academic credit.

Requiring an athlete to take a P.E. course as
well as participate on an intercollegiate team
seems redundant. The skills required to play

JMU: more lines than a road map
By USA DANIELS
There is one aspect of college life all schools
purposely omit from their shiny technicolor
catalogues. They seem to skip over it amidst
their pictures of planetarium domes, ivycovered libraries and frolicking coeds. Yet
there is one facet of university living that is
never advertised: lines.
Those ever lovin' campus lines. They are as
common as backpacks and bearded
professors. And they are everywhere.
There seems to be a line for everything at
college: bookstore lines, bank lines, post office
lines and even telephone lines. Lines are such a
major part of university life that if a student
cannot be found in his room or in class, he can
probably be found in a line somewhere.
Waiting in lines can be physically harmful.
Gritting teeth, chewing fingernails, aching feet
and hyperventilation are direct results of line
frustration. Severe cases range from concussions (caused by beating your bead against
the nearest wall) to suicide attempts at the
thought of waiting 45 minutes for a 20 cent
stamp.
As a freshman attending summer
resgistration, I began to wonder whether the
two-day orientation periods were for
familiarizing students with the school or the
school's inevitable lines.
*■*

By the end of the registration session I was
sure that at least nine hours of waiting in
agonizing lines was a requirement for
graduation.
Maybe credit hours should be awarded for
time spent in lines. I have been at JMU for only
one semester and already have spent more
time standing in lines than working on my
molecular biology homework.
One afternoon, while waiting in the
bookstore checkout line, I was seriously
thinking about changing my major from
Communication Arts to Lines.
But at least waiting in lines gives me time to
catch up on my reading. I finished both Roots
and Gone With the Wind standing in the dropadd line. War and Peace was this year's
popular SGA booksale line novel.
The lines at JMU are so long the school is
considering expanding its academic program
to include a School of Lines, with concentrations in pushing, shoving, and stalling.
And the lines are getting worse than ever.
Just when I thought I had experienced the most
exasperating line of all waiting for steamed
shrimp at Duke's Grill, I was subjected to the
worst linesof all last Saturday night., .from the
guys on Greek row!
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Readers' Forum_
Ticketing policies should be relaxed at times

To the editor:
The
James
Madison
University security office
must be in great need of funds,
judging from the number of
cadets out ticketing cars in
every dorm parking lot this
past Monday and Tuesday,
Jan. u and 12.
Granted, students parking
in towaway zones and by
yellow curbs deserve to be
ticketed, but is it really
necessary to plant tickets on
every resident student's car
who parks behind his dorm
two days before classes have
started?
It looked like entire lots
were ticketed row by row.
Returning students should
be able to park near their
dorms these two days
preceeding classes without
being ticketed.
It appears that the security
office abused their authority
when they ticketed so many
cars. It is apparent that these
two days before classes are a
great opportunity for our

security office to reach their
highest revenue goals.
Another point concerning
parking regulations involves
students who have interviews
or other engagements that
require them to dress nicely.
It is a little much to make
students walk, no matter what
the weather, from Wayland or
Gifford to X-lot in high-heeled
shoes or a suit to get-to their
cars. After spending time
getting spruced up, who
knows what they look like by
the time they get there.
Couldn't the security office
provide temporary parking
privileges for these people?
Security makes allowances
for emergencies, but I feel
there are special cases where
more allowances should be
made.
Many times girls have to
walk home alone at night after
parking their cars. That is not
very safe.
In another instance, a friend

of mine received a ticket at 8
a.m. on a Friday morning,
five minutes after she pulled
up to load her car for a
weekend trip.
She explained her situation
to the officer as he was writing
up the ticket, but he very
rudely said, "Look, lady, this
isn't a loading zone." The
ticket was not even under her
windshield before she got a
phone call telling her that her
car would be towed if she did
not move it. Was that really
necessary?
Students can get permission
from security to load or
unload, but how in the world
do the campus police expect
every student to go to their
office at the start of each
semester to get permission to
load or unload when 2000 or so
other students would have to
do the same thing?
In these cases, parking
regulation allowances should
be made.
Karlene Doerler

Change attitudes,
not firearm laws

Biology teacher deserves award
To the editor:
There is a James Madison
University professor that I
and many of my classmates
feel should be recognized for
his extraordinary teaching
ability. He is one of an all-toouncommon
breed
of
educators. He has inspired his
class like no other professor I
have had.
He has repeatedly proven
himself to be a fine lecturer
and even greater human
being. He has formed his
Human Anatomy class into a
very close-knit class that is
indeed unique in itself. The
professor I describe is Dr.
Cletus M. Sellers.
Dr. Sellers has developed a
relationship of great admiration and respect with his
students at the very least and
should be the envy of every
professor here at Madison.
He is a very friendly human
being who radiates sincerity
and kindness to his students.
He is never top busy to answer

a student's question and give
the utmost of his attention to
even the smallest inquiry.
Most of all, Dr. Sellers has
achieved the very highest goal
of a teacher: he has inspired
an excitement for learning in
each of his students that is
outwardly reflected in class.
He has done this through a
positive and enthusiastic
presentation
of
Human
Anatomy. He has taken a
complex and alien (to most of
us) subject and transformed it
into a familiar subject of
beautiful simplicity.
Most of all I would like to
stress Dr. Seller's positive
attitude. He is the type of
person others like to be
around. He is not too serious,
never depressed, and very
casual with his students.
If there is a Teacher of the
Year Award this man, beyond
any shadow of a doubt,
deserves it!

The biology department
should be very proud of this
man. As a fourth-year student
I have not been fortunate
enough to have had a
professor of this quality in any
of my previous classes.
I am not an apple polisher
and I have often been critized
for being too critical of
professors. Poor professors
who project a negative image
of a subject and their life's
work disgust me. This is not
such a man.
Though it is usually
professors that give recommendations to students, I
would like to gived Dr. Sellers
the highest of recommendations.
So that this letter is not seen
as a cheap attempt to bias the
teacher into giving me a good
grade, I request my name not
be printed. It is Dr. Sellers
that needs to be recognized,
not I.
Name
withheld
upon
request

To the editor:
I feel obliged to respond to
the inaccuracies presented by
Carl McColman in the article
"Handgun law would save
lives" in the Dec. 7 issue of
The Breeze.
One point many people
seem to miss is the fact that
there is already a national gun
registration law in effect. The
law, passed in 1968, provides
for strict penalties for dealers
who
sell
firearms
to
criminals, drug addicts, or the
unstable. Records of firearms
sales must be kept, and are
available to law enforcement
agencies upon demand.
Crimes of passion and
suicides are indeed tragic. A
friend of mine was gunned
down
this
past
fall,
presumably by her husband,
the case is still" pending.
However, these deaths must
be recognized for what they
are; the results of impulsive

action. They will be carried
out by whatever means are
handy. I doubt that a person in
rage or suicidal depression
will
be
severely
inconvenienced by further gun
legislation.
The very people most likely
to need a firearm to defend
life and home — those who live
in low-income neighborhoods
— are most likely to be affected by legislation concerning so-called Saturday
night specials. These people
simply cannot afford expensive firearms. A cheap gun
is not necessarily a lowquality gun.
The Swiss exist quite
peacefully with a high per
capita rate of gun ownership.
Perhaps our national woes lie
not in gun ownership, but in
our attitudes towards ourselves, our fellow man, and
life itself.
Robert Cunningham

Readefs;
write!-

^

Readers' Forum is an
opportunity for the
students, faculty, and
staff of James Madison
University to voice their
complaints, confessions,
corrections,
compliments,
convictions, and plain
contrary opinions. .

Send letters to the
editor to The Breeze,
Wine-Price
Building.
Typed, double-spaced
letters are preferred;
all letters must include
the author's name,
address, and telephone
number.
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Meadowlark
Lemon
and the
Bucketeers
MEADOWLARK LEMON hams it up with the slide-the-baU-down-the-arm routine.

THE BUCKETEERS line up far a night of entertainment

VINfK HUMPHREY pleases the crowd with a dunk shot.

